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Your approach to the year-end in 2020 will require early
and careful consideration. There are areas of potential
headache, but also areas of opportunity. We anticipate
greater focus from:

2020 has not been business
as usual. The same will be true
for pension disclosures in your
year-end accounts.

Auditors
• Urged on by the Financial Reporting Council’s
expectations we will see increased detail and frequent
challenges to management teams in their reviews
• Scrutiny into areas may be extended, requiring greater detail
from trustees and their 3rd party providers
Lenders
• Less well hedged schemes will probably see a worsening
of their balance sheet positions
• Covenant tests that have been agreed with lenders are
more likely to be breached
• But for some, opportunities to shift to less prudent
assumptions may offset some of the 2020 falls
Shareholders / external market
• Where trading activity has been severely impacted,
a volatile defined benefit (“DB”) pension scheme will
attract extra attention
• We have seen excess deficit volatility over 2020 - large
swings in bond yields, inflation expectations and
investment markets (see chart)
• Strong communications around pension movements
will be needed to justify the risks to external stakeholders
• But strategic pensions exercises could give rise to P&L
credits (helping to offset lower profitability over the year)
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Movement in global equities, RPI inflation and corporate bond yields over 2020
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Issues to consider
for your 2020
year-end

In 2020 we've all had to change the way we approach
life’s routine tasks. Preparing and auditing your pension
disclosures will be the same.
Discount rates

• Corporate bond yields have fallen c0.5% since
31 December 2019, whilst inflation has remained broadly
level; this will increase liabilities versus the previous year
• Exploring alternative discount rate methodologies
may be worthwhile

Scheme mortality
experience in light of
Covid-19

• Unlikely to have a significant impact for most but,
depending on your membership profile, it needs a look

Up-to-date asset
valuations

• Volatile investment markets make hard-to-value assets
a problem for auditors (e.g. property / illiquid assets)
• This can require adjustments to be agreed with auditors,
or delay the signing of accounts

Inflation reform

• Setting RPI and CPI assumptions is currently a challenge
• In light of the Government’s consultation to amend RPI,
we have seen numerous approaches being adopted,
both in setting assumptions and auditor views; this leads
to a wide range of potential accounting outcomes

Remeasurements
under IFRS

• Deficit volatility over 2020 increases the risk of strategic
activity stimulating material remeasurements (even if
the underlying event itself was immaterial)

GMP equalisation

• Further pain and another potential P&L hit? Soon we will
hear of the final impact on Lloyd’s case members
who have died or historically transferred out
• Timescales could be tight so preparation needed
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How Isio
can help

“Great service, timely
reporting and competitive
fees, from deep technical
experts who understand what
is important to management
and auditors.”

We supported a FTSE 250
leisure company on a Pension
Increase Exchange (PIE)
exercise. Our recommendations
for how they could be
sophisticated in determining
their assumptions resulted in a
50% increase in the resulting
P&L credit from the PIE exercise.

Much like online grocery shopping, our pensions
accounting service delivers hassle-free,
high-quality results on timescales that suit your
needs. And the parallels don’t stop there...
Scan as you shop
• Having clear visibility of what’s in your basket and
how much you’re paying is important. Our services
are based around ensuring value for each and every client.
We work on a fixed fee basis for pensions accounting
advisory services
Picking the best quality products
• An early barrier to the adoption of online grocery
shopping was that the quality of products you received
wasn’t as good as if you’d have picked them yourself.
We still see this in pensions accounting – especially
where trustee advisers produce the company
accounting results too
• We don’t have any “house views” when it comes
to assumptions. Our approach is fully tailored to our
clients’ requirements – like picking the products off the
supermarket shelves yourself
Capitalising on promotions
• As one of the largest corporate pensions advisory firms in
the UK, we have a strong understanding of what matters to
finance functions. And like with supermarket promotions,
there are sometimes opportunities to achieve better
commercial outcomes if you know where to look and put in
extra effort
A smooth and hassle-free checkout process
• Prior to launching Isio, our consultants were part of KPMG
audit teams carrying out the review of pensions disclosures.
We have a thorough understanding of what auditors are
looking for
Delivery within your chosen slot and no substitutions!
• Finally, we know that reporting timescales are tight and
deadlines must be met. Our clients have the confidence
that their delivery slots will be met with no substitutions

On time, and 100% right first time:
We were appointed as accounting advisers to a UK company with
a Japanese parent. One of their big challenges was that previous
advisers struggled to consistently meet their tight quarterly reporting
timescales. This caused big issues with their parent company. Since our
appointment we have delivered to every single reporting deadline, even
in the year these were unexpectedly brought forward due to a national
holiday in Japan!
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Isio’s pensions
accounting proposition
Isio’s pensions
accounting clients

• We advise over 150 companies covering IFRS, UK
GAAP and US GAAP with aggregate liabilities of c. £80bn
• Our clients range from FTSE 100 companies with pension
schemes in excess of £1bn to entities with DB schemes
of less than £10m
• Our clients include large multinationals, UK corporates
plus third sector and public sector organisations
• Isio's delivery team includes over 250 experts across our
eight UK offices – all with extensive experience in
both pensions audit and accounting advisory work

Why our clients work with Isio
• Seamless transition and a hassle-free approach

“Very pleased with the job
the team performed”
A FTSE100 client who
appointed Isio to prepare
UK figures and consolidate
global results ahead of the
2019 year end. One of the key
drivers for switching provider
was the unexpected fees they
had regularly encountered at
previous year ends.

• Experienced, knowledgeable and commercial client
service teams
• An approach that is tailored to meet client
requirements and independent of trustee-side conflicts
• Results are right, first time – with tight reporting
timescales always met
• Proactive management of auditors and audit
process – queries are minimised and resolved quickly
• Market insights and new developments shared proactively
• No surprises on fees – clear scopes at outset giving
confidence on budgets
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The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended
to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although
we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no
guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received
or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on
such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough
examination of the particular situation.

